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Abstract
The current state-of-the-art for image annotation and image retrieval tasks is obtained through
deep neural networks, which combine an image representation and a text representation into a shared
embedding space. In this paper we evaluate the impact of using the Full-Network embedding in
this setting, replacing the original image representation in a competitive multimodal embedding generation scheme. Unlike the one-layer image embeddings typically used by most approaches, the
Full-Network embedding provides a multi-scale representation of images, which results in richer
characterizations. To measure the influence of the Full-Network embedding, we evaluate its performance on three different datasets, and compare the results with the original multimodal embedding
generation scheme when using a one-layer image embedding, and with the rest of the state-of-the-art.
Results for image annotation and image retrieval tasks indicate that the Full-Network embedding is
consistently superior to the one-layer embedding. These results motivate the integration of the FullNetwork embedding on any multimodal embedding generation scheme, something feasible thanks to
the flexibility of the approach.

1

Introduction

Image annotation (also known as caption retrieval) is the task of automatically associating an input image
with a describing text. Image annotation methods are an emerging technology, enabling semantic image
indexing and search applications. The complementary task of associating an input text with a fitting
image (known as image retrieval or image search) is also of relevance for the same sort of applications.
State-of-the-art image annotation methods are currently based on deep neural net representations,
where an image embedding (e.g., obtained from a convolutional neural network or CNN) and a text embedding (e.g., obtained from a recurrent neural network or RNN) are combined into a unique multimodal
embedding space. While several techniques for merging both spaces have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
little effort has been made in finding the most appropriate image embeddings to be used in that process.
In fact, most approaches simply use a one-layer CNN embedding [7, 8]. In this paper we explore the
impact of using a Full-Network embedding (FNE) [9] to generate the required image embedding, replacing the one-layer embedding. We do so by integrating the FNE into the multimodal embedding pipeline

defined by Kiros et al. [1], which is based in the use of a Gated Recurrent Units neural network (GRU)
[10] for text encoding and CNN for image encoding. Unlike one-layer embeddings, the FNE represents
features of varying specificity in the context of the visual dataset, while also discretizes the features to
regularize the space and alleviate the curse of dimensionality. These particularities result in a richer
visual embedding space, which may be more reliably mapped to a common visual-textual embedding
space.
The generic pipeline defined by Kiros et al. [1] has been recently outperformed in image annotation
and image search tasks by methods specifically targeting one of those tasks [4, 11]. We choose to test our
contribution on this pipeline for its overall competitive performance, expecting that any conclusion may
generalize when applied to other solutions and tasks (e.g., caption generation). This assumption would
be dimmer if a more problem-specific methodology was chosen instead.
Our main goal is to establish the competitiveness of the FNE as an image representation to be used
in caption related tasks. We test the suitability of this approach by evaluating its performance on both
image annotation and image retrieval using three publicly available datasets: Flickr8k [12], Flickr30k
[13] and MSCOCO [14]. Results obtained by the pipeline including the FNE are compared with the
original pipeline of Kiros et al. [1] using a one-layer embedding, and also with the methods currently
obtaining state-of-the-art results on the three datasets.

2

Related work

In the last few years, several solutions have been proposed to the problem of building common representations for images and text with the goal of enabling cross-domain search [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This paper
builds upon the methodology described by Kiros et al. [1], which is in turn based on previous works in
the area of Neural Machine Translation [15]. In their work, Kiros et al. [1] define a vectorized representation of an input text by using GRU RNNs. In this setting, each word in the text is codified into a
vector using a word dictionary, vectors which are then fed one by one into the GRUs. Once the last word
vector has been processed, the activations of the GRUs at the last time step conveys the representation
of the whole input text in the multimodal embedding space. In parallel, images are processed through a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) pre-trained on ImageNet [16], extracting the activations of the last
fully connected layer to be used as a representation of the images. To solve the dimensionality matching
between both representations (the output of the GRUs and the last fully-connected of the CNN) an affine
transformation is applied on the image representation.
Similarly to the approach of Kiros et al. [1], most image annotation and image retrieval approaches
rely on the use of CNN features for image representation. The current best overall performing model
(considering both image annotation and image retrieval tasks) is the Fisher Vector (FV) [4], although
its performance is most competitive on the image retrieval task. FV are computed with respect to the
parameters of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and an Hybrid Gaussian-Laplacian Mixture Model
(HGLMM). For both images and text, FV are build using deep neural network features; a VGG [17] CNN
for images features, and a word2vec [18] for text features. For the specific problem of image annotation,
the current state-of-art is obtained with the Word2VisualVec (W2VV) model [11]. This approach uses as
a multimodal embedding space the same visual space where images are represented, involving a deeper
text processing. Finally for the largest dataset we consider (MSCOCO), the best results in certain metrics
are obtained by MatchCNN (m-CNN) [5], which is based on the use of CNNs to encode both image and
text.

3

Methods

The multimodal embedding generator pipeline of Kiros et al. [1] represents images and textual captions
in the same space. It is composed by two main elements, one which generates image embeddings and
another one which generates text embeddings. We replace the original image embedding generator by

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed multimodal embedding generation pipeline with the integrated fullnetwork embedding. Elements colored in orange are components modified during the neural network
training phase. During testing, only one of the inputs is provided.
the FNE, which results in the architecture shown in Figure 1. Next we describe these components in
further detail.

3.1

Full-network Embedding

The FNE generates a representation of an input image by processing it through a pre-trained CNN, and
extracting the neural activations of all convolutional and fully-connected layers. After the initial feature
extraction process, the FNE performs a dimensionality reduction step for convolutional activations, by
applying a spatial average pooling on each convolutional filter. After the spatial pooling, every feature
(from both convolutional and fully-connected layers) is standardized through the z-values, which are
computed over the whole image train set. This standardization process puts the value of the each feature
in the context of the dataset. At this point, the meaning of a single feature value is the degree with which
the feature value is atypically high (if positive) or atypically low (if negative) in the context of the dataset.
Zero marks the typical behavior.
The last step in the FNE pipeline is a feature discretitzation process. The previously standardized
embedding is usually of large dimensionality (e.g., 12,416 features for VGG16) which entails problems
related with the curse of dimensionality. The usual approach to address this issue is to apply some dimensionality reduction methods (e.g., PCA) [19, 20]. FNE uses a different approach, reducing expressiveness
through the discretization of features, while keeping the dimensionality. Specifically, the FNE discretization maps the feature values to the {−1, 0, 1} domain, where -1 indicates an unusually low value (i.e., the
feature is significant by its absence for an image in the context of the dataset), 0 indicates that the feature
has an average value (i.e., the feature is not significant) and 1 indicates an uncommonly high activation
(i.e., the feature is significant by its presence for an image in the context of the dataset). The mapping of
standardized values into these three categories is done through the definition of two constant thresholds.

The optimal values of these thresholds can be found empirically for a labeled dataset [21]. Instead, we
use threshold values shown to perform consistently across several domains [9].

3.2

Multimodal embedding

In our approach, we integrate the FNE with the multimodal embedding pipeline of Kiros et al. [1]. To
do so we use the FNE to obtain an image representation instead of the output of the last layer of a CNN,
as the original model does. The encoder architecture processing the text is used as it is, using a GRUs
recurrent neural network to encode the sentences. To combine both embeddings, Kiros et al. [1] use an
affine transformation on the image representation (in our case, the FNE) identical to a fully connected
neural network layer. This extra layer is trained simultaneously with the GRUs. The elements of the
multimodal pipeline that are tuned during the training phase of the model are shown in orange in Figure
1.
In simple terms, the training procedure consist on the optimization of the pairwise ranking loss
between the correct image-caption pair and a random pair. Assuming that a correct pair of elements
should be closer in the multimodal space than a random pair. The loss L can be formally defined as
follows:
L=

XX
I

max {0, α − s(i, c) + s(i, ck )} +

k

XX
C

max {0, α − s(i, c) + s(c, ik )}

(1)

k

Where i is an image vector, c is its correct caption vector, and ik and ck are sets of random images
and captions respectively. The operator s(•, •) defines the cosine similarity. This formulation includes
a margin term α to avoid pulling the image and caption closer once their distance is smaller than the
margin. This makes the optimization focus on distant pairs instead of improving the ones that are already
close.

4

Experiments

In this section we evaluate the impact of using the FNE in a multimodal pipeline (FN-MME) for both
image annotation and image retrieval tasks. To properly measure the relevance of the FNE, we compare
the results of the FN-MME with those of the original multimodal pipeline reported by Kiros et al. [1]
(CNN-MME). Additionally, we define a second baseline by using the original multimodal pipeline with
a training configuration closer to the one used for the FNE experiments (i.e., same source CNN, same
MME dimensionality, etc.). We refer to this second baseline as CNN-MME*.

4.1

Datasets

In our experiments we use three different publicly available datasets:
The Flickr8K dataset [12] contains 8,000 hand-selected images from Flickr, depicting actions and
events. Five correct captions are provided for each image. Following the provided splits, 6,000 images
are used for train, 1,000 are used in validation and 1,000 more are kept for testing.
The Flickr30K dataset [13] is an extension of Flickr8K. It contains 31,783 photographs of everyday
activities, events and scenes. Five correct captions are provided for each image. In our experiments
29,000 images are used for training, 1,014 conform the validation set and 1,000 are kept for test. These
splits are the same ones used by Kiros et al. [1] and by Karpathy and Fei-Fei [22].
The MSCOCO dataset [14] includes images of everyday scenes containing common objects in their
natural context. For captioning, 82,783 images and 413,915 captions are available for training, while
40,504 images and 202,520 captions are available for validation. Captions from the test set are not
publicly available. Previous contributions consider using a subset of the validation set for validation and
a different subset for test. In most cases, such subsets are composed by either 1,000 or 5,000 images for
each set, with their corresponding 5 captions per image. In our experiments we consider both settings.

Table 1: Results obtained for the Flickr8 dataset. R@K is Recall@K (high is good). Med r is Median
rank (low is good). Best results are shown in bold.
Model
FV
m-CNN
Bi-LSTM
W2VV
CNN-MME
CNN-MME*
FN-MME

4.2

R@1
[4]
[5]
[24]
[11]
[1]

Image Annotation
R@5 R@10 Med r

R@1

Image Retrieval
R@5 R@10 Med r

21.2
24.8
29.3
33.6
18.0

50.0
53.7
58.2
62.0
40.9

64.8
67.1
69.6
75.3
55.0

5
5
3
3
8

31.0
20.3
19.7
12.5

59.3
47.6
47.0
37.0

73.7
61.7
60.6
51.5

4
5
5
10

21.0
23.3

45.7
50.8

60.4
66.8

7
5

14.0
15.0

35.8
38.2

48.6
51.6

11
10

Implementation and Evaluation Details

The caption sentences are word-tokenized using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) for Python [23].
The choice of the word embedding size and the number of GRUs has been analyzed to obtain a range of
suitable parameters to test in the validation set. The total number of different words is 8,919 for Flickr8k,
22,962 for Flickr30k and 32,775 for MSCOCO. Using all the words present in the dataset is likely to
produce overfitting problems when training on examples containing words that only occur a few times.
This overfitting problem may not have a huge impact on performance, but it may add undesired noise
in the multimodal representation. The original setup [1] limited the word embedding to the 300 most
frequent words, while using 300 GRUs. The Bi-LSTM model [24] in contrast defines the vocabulary
size to include words appearing more than 5 time in the dataset, leading to dictionaries of size 2,018 for
Flickr8k, 7,400 for Flickr30k and 8,801 for MSCOCO. Our own preliminary experiments on the validation set showed that increasing multimodal space dimensionality and dictionary length slightly improved
the performance of image retrieval, in detriment of image annotation. However, the combined performance difference remains rather small when using non-extreme parameter values (e.g., a model with
10,000 words vocabulary on MSCOCO dataset show a 0.4% average recall reduction when compared
with a 2,000 words model). Since we are building a model for solving both tasks, we kept the parameters
obtaining the highest combined score in the validation set. For the Flickr datasets, the word embedding is
limited to the 1,000 most frequent words. For the MSCOCO dataset, we use a larger dictionary, considering the 2,000 most frequent words. In both cases we use 2,048 GRUs, which is also the dimensionality
of the resultant multimodal embedding space.
For generating the image embedding we use the classical VGG16 CNN architecture [17] as source
model pretrained for ImageNet [16]. This architecture is composed of 16 convolutional layers combined
with pooling layers followed by two fully connected layers and the final softmax output layer. When
using the FNE, this results in a image embedding space of 12,416 dimensions.
On all our experiments (both the CNN-MME* and the FN-MME) the margin parameter α is set to
0.2, and the batch size to 128 image-caption pairs. Within the same batch, every possible alternative
image-caption pair is used as contrasting example. The models are trained up to 25 epochs, and the
best performing model on the validation set is chosen (i.e., early stopping). We use gradient clipping for
the GRUs with a threshold of 2. We use ADAM [25] as optimization algorithm, with a learning rate of
0.0002 for the Flickr datasets, and 0.00025 for MSCOCO.
To evaluate both image annotation and image retrieval we use the following metrics:
• Recall@K (R@K) is the fraction of images for which a correct caption is ranked within the top-K
retrieved results (and vice-versa for sentences). Results are provided for R@1, R@5 and R@10.
• Median rank (Med r) of the highest ranked ground truth result.

Table 2: Results obtained for the Flickr30 dataset. R@K is Recall@K (high is good). Med r is Median
rank (low is good). Best results are shown in bold.
Model
FV
m-CNN
Bi-LSTM
W2VV
CNN-MME

R@1
[4]
[5]
[24]
[11]
[1]

CNN-MME*
FN-MME

Image Annotation
R@5 R@10 Med r

R@1

Image Retrieval
R@5 R@10 Med r

25.0
33.6
28.1
39.7
23.0

52.7
64.1
53.1
67.0
50.7

66.0
74.9
64.2
76.7
62.9

5
3
4
2
5

35.0
26.2
19.6
16.8

62.0
56.3
43.8
42.0

73.8
69.6
55.8
56.5

3
4
7
8

30.4
30.4

58.0
61.8

69.5
73.2

4
3

18.9
22.1

44.6
47.6

57.0
59.8

7
6

Table 3: Results obtained for the MSCOCO dataset. Top part shows results when using 1,000 images
as test set, while the bottom shows results when using 5,000 images for test. R@K is Recall@K (high
is good). Med r is Median rank (low is good). Best results are shown in bold. † results not in original
paper.
Image Annotation
R@1 R@5 R@10 Med r

test 1K

Model
FV
m-CNN
CNN-MME †

[4]
[5]

test 5K

CNN-MME*
FN-MME

4.3

FV
Bi-LSTM
CNN-MME*
FN-MME

[4]
[24]

R@1

Image Retrieval
R@5 R@10 Med r

25.1
42.8
43.4

59.8
73.1
75.7

76.6
84.1
85.8

4
2
2

39.4
32.6
31.0

67.9
68.6
66.7

80.9
82.8
79.9

2
3
3

41.2
47.3

72.8
76.8

85.1
85.8

2
2

26.2
31.4

58.6
65.4

73.9
78.7

4
3

10.8
16.6

28.3
39.4

40.1
52.4

17
9

17.3
11.6

39.0
30.9

50.2
43.4

10
13

18.7
21.1

42.8
46.6

56.7
60.2

8
6

10.4
13.4

28.7
34.6

40.6
47.4

17
12

Results

For both image annotation and image retrieval tasks on the Flickr8k dataset, Table 1 shows the results of
the proposed FN-MME, the reported results of the original model CNN-MME, the results of the original
model when using our configuration CNN-MME*, and the current state-of-the-art (SotA). Tables 2 and
3 are analogous for the Flickr30k and MSCOCO datasets. Additional results of the CNN-MME model
were made publicly available later on by the original authors [26]. We include these for the MSCOCO
dataset, which was not evaluated in the original paper [1].
First, let us consider the impact of using the FNE. On all cases, the multimodal pipeline proposed
by Kiros et al. [1] obtains equal or better results when using the FNE. This is the case for the originally
reported results (CNN-MME), for the results made available later on by the original authors (CNNMME†), and for the experiments we do using same configuration as the FN-MME (CNN-MME*). The
comparison we consider to be the most relevant is the FN-MME against the CNN-MME*, as these contain the least differences besides the image embedding being used. In this particular case, the FN-MME
outperforms the CNN-MME* by 3 percentual points on average for the Flickr datasets, and roughly by
4 points for the MSCOCO dataset.
To measure the relevance of the improvement provided by using the FNE, we compare the FN-MME
model with the current state-of-the-art for image annotation and image retrieval. For the Flickr datasets,

particularly for image annotation tasks, the performance of the FN-MME is significantly closer to the
state of the art than the other variants of the same model (CNN-MME, CNN-MME†, CNN-MME*).
Remarkably, the FN-MME provides the best reported results on image annotation for the MSCOCO
dataset. However, let us remark that the competitive W2VV method [11] has no reported results for
MSCOCO. The results of the FN-MME for image retrieval tasks are significantly further from the stateof-the-art. Overall, the competitiveness of FN-MME increases with dataset size.

5

Conclusions

For the multimodal pipeline of Kiros et al. [1], using the Full-Network image embedding results in
consistently higher performances than using a one-layer image embedding. These results suggest that
the visual representation provided by the FNE is superior to the current standard for the construction of
most multimodal embeddings.
When compared to the current state-of-the-art, the results obtained by the FN-MME are significantly less competitive than problem-specific methods. Since this happens for all models using the same
pipeline (CNN-MME, CNN-MME†, CNN-MME*), these results indicate that the original architecture
of Kiros et al. [1] is itself outperformed in general by more problem-specific techniques.
Since the FNE is compatible with most multimodal pipelines based on CNN embeddings, as future
work of this paper we intend to evaluate the performance of the FNE when integrated into the current
state-of-the-art on image annotation (W2VV [11]) and image retrieval (FV [4]). If the boost in performance obtained by the FNE on the Kiros et al. [1] pipeline translates to these other methods, such
combination would be likely to define new state-of-the-art results on both tasks.
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